Amplifier, powered by the Jewish Federations of North America, is an experiential learning lab for collaborative and democratized giving, rooted in Jewish values. We empower people to give more intentionally, more meaningfully, and in community, engaging more people in tzedakah and amplifying their impact.

Our programs include:

EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION
Work with us to build a custom program for development professionals and/or lay leaders around philanthropy and Jewish values. We facilitate deep-dive educational content including hands-on practice with a grant-making component. From multi-session cohorts, to large-scale conference sessions, we work with the right partners to create a meaningful experience that participants can take with them and put into practice.

LAUNCH A GIVING CIRCLE
Learn how to run a giving circle on your own or through your Federation or organization. We offer workshops and one-on-one consulting to help launch your giving circle and are always available for check-ins throughout the process to trouble shoot or offer innovative approaches.

OFF-THE-SHELF TOOLS
Our programs are created with facilitation guides and participant workbooks, making it simple for you to use any time, on your own. Content includes:

- Giving Panorama
  An interactive, visual experience that invites participants to reflect on their giving habits, start conversations, and co-create a visual map. It works whether you have 15 minutes or 90 minutes, online or in-person, as a standalone program or in combination with existing programs.

- Pop-Up Giving Circle
  A one-off, interactive event where participants choose together where to donate a pool of money. Our detailed pop-up giving circle facilitation guides and workbooks provide everything you need to run an engaging, educational, and inspiring event virtually or in person.

GIVING GUIDES AND TIMELY RESOURCES
Use our giving guides, created with trusted partner organizations, to learn about a specific issue area, kickstart your giving, or infuse Jewish values into timely events and holidays. Click on resources on our webpage and search for a holiday or topic to see if a guide exists. Can’t find something you’re looking for? Let us know and let’s create something together.

CONSULTING
Don’t see something you’re looking for? Reach out to us at hello@amplifiergiving.org and checkout our website, www.amplifiergiving.org.